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Atrial Fibrillation Case Details

Case Summary 62 year old woman presents with lightheadedness. Is found to be in atrial

fibrillation.  Is initially stable, giving learners the opportunity to do complete history

and physical. Patient then becomes unstable, requiring the learners to proceed with

cardioversion. A discussion about appropriate discussion for sedation for a

hypotensive patient will likely be generated. The cardioversion is successful.

Case Prompt A 62 year old female presents from home via EMS following an episode of

lightheadedness.

History: Patient presents following 1 episode of pre-syncope at home, now increasingly

feeling palpitations and lightheaded. Pt is alert x3.  She has also been feeling SOB.

She has never experienced this before.

PMHX: T2D, HTN, DLD, GERD.

She has had no history of TIA or stroke, and no history of CHF.

Medications: Metformin, pantoprazole, olmesartan.

Objectives Medical

● Acute management of a patient in hemodynamically unstable afib

● Indications and contraindications to cardioversion in afib

● Approach to sedation for hemodynamically unstable patients

● Introduction to initiation of anticoagulant use in new diagnosis of atrial

fibrillation. Include discussion of: CHADS-65, CHADSVASC and CHADS2 score

CRM

● Team lead: Verbalize transition from stable to unstable hemodynamic state

● Team: use closed loop communication, verbalize changes noticed during

transitions.



Atrial Fibrillation Case Progression Chart

Patient State Patient Status Learner Actions Triggers

1. First Steps

T: 37.3
BP: 135/92
RR: 16
O2: 95% RA
HR: 155

Patient GCS 15.
Appears well but
anxious, complaining
of palpitations.

➢ ABCS
➢ IVs
➢ Apply Monitors

○ Recognize Afib on Rhythm strip
➢ Full history

○ Paroxysmal vs chronic
○ Recent stroke/TIA
○ Determine CHADS2 score
○ Allergies
○ Meds: Anticoagulants or

antiplatelets?
➢ Physical exam: GCS, signs of shock, signs of

heart failure, signs of PE, signs of alcohol
withdrawal, signs of infection?

○ Cardio: Normal S1/S2, no
S3/S4/Murmurs. JVP 2cms above
sternal angle, mild/absent pitting
edema

○ Resp: Equal air entry bilaterally,
no adventitious sounds. Mild
increased WOB with accessory
muscle usage

➢ Order ECG
➢ Put pads on
➢ Order Labs: CBC, Troponin, Lytes + Extended

Lytes, Creatinine, TSH.

Modifiers:
- If NP oxygen given, sat to 98%
- If Fluids given - no change.
- If trial vagal or position changes - no
change
- If Beta Blocker given - to stage 2 (no
change in HR, blood pressure
decreases)

Triggers (for progression to next state):
- When they have recognized pt is in
afib, and completion of full history and
physical → stage 2.

2. Unstable afib

T: 37.3
BP: 90/64
RR: 22
O2: 93% RA
HR: 160

Patient states they
feel really dizzy,
lightheaded.

➢ Put pads on (if not already done)
➢ Verbalize need for cardioversion
➢ Make plan to sedate patient. Verbalize need

to manage blood pressure cautiously.
➢ Perform cardioversion

No change if:
- If oxygen given: O2 increases to 95%
- If Fluids given
- If trial vagal or position changes

Go to Stage 3 if:
- If give Beta blockers or Calcium
channel blockers → Stage 3
- No IV and/or CV → Stage 3

Go to Stage 5 (resolution) if:
- If CV at 200J → Stage 5

Pause Case for Critical Safety Moment:
- If unsynchronized (Defib)

3. Progression of
hypotension

BP 67/45

Patients eyes closed,
GCS 14, answers but
slower than
previous.

➢ Perform cardioversion Triggers:
- No CV → facilitator should prompt “a
nurse suggests you might consider
cardioversion?”
- If CV at 200J → Stage 5

Pause Case for Critical Safety Moment:
- If unsynchronized (Defib)

5. NSR
Post-Cardioversion

HR 80, NSR
BP: 125/85

Patient slowly
becoming more
responsive

➢ Repeat vitals
➢ Repeat ECG
➢ Cardiology consult
➢ Discuss possible long term anticoagulants

using CHADSVASC score

Case ends


